
iGCSE Language Revision Booklet 

Exam = 80%    Two x 2hrs exams 

Paper 02 = 3 questions 

Q1- paraphrasing and recreating 45 mins 

Q2- analysing language 45 

Q3- summing up and paraphrasing 30 mins 

Paper 03 = 2 Questions 

Q1- paraphrasing and recreating 1hr 

Q2- creative writing 1hr 

Paper 02- Top Tips 

Each question now has STRICT word limit.  

-Students MUST start with Q3. It is the easiest and a way of getting nearly half the marks they need 
for a C grade 

Q1 

250-350 words 

MUST cover all 3 bullet points evenly 

MUST adopt authorial voice. Learn how to write as who they are meant to be. 

Q2 

200-300 words  

MUST pick 8 words or phrases, 4 from each paragraph. 

 It can be note form  i.e. ‘mouth of the crater’ = The crater is the opening and the word mouth 
suggests that something is being opened wide, almost implying that it is dangerous. It gives the 
image of someone devouring or eating something up. 

Q3a 

15 bullet points (can be direct quotations, but they must choose a short, relevant quotation). They 
will not get the mark if it is a long quotation with some irrelevant bits  

Q3b  

200-250 words 

Must be in full sentences and paragraphs, in your own words 



 

Paper 02 Practise Paper 

Task: Read the inserts in your booklet and then answer Q1, 2 and 3 on lined paper. 
Your teacher will mark it for you if you wish. 

Question 1 

You are Jim Gallien, a local man who gave McCandless a ride to the head of the Stampede 
Trail. A reporter for a local newspaper interviews you after the death of Christopher 
McCandless and asks you the following three questions only: 

In your newspaper article you should comment on: 

• what made McCandless undertake this dangerous adventure? 
• what challenges would McCandless have faced before his tragic death? 
• what lessons can be learned about surviving in the wild from McCandless’s 

experiences? 
 

Base your newspaper article on what you have read in Passage A, but be careful to use your 
own words. Address each of the three bullets. 

Begin the newspaper article: ‘I was the last man to see Christopher McCandless alive....’ 

Write about 250 to 350 words. 

Up to 15 marks are available for the content of your answer, and up to 5 marks for the 
quality of your writing. 

 [Total: 20] 

Question 2 

Re-read the descriptions of: 

(a) the surrounding environment in paragraph four, beginning ‘From the bus Christopher 
gazed…’ 
 

(b) the description of the Teklanika River in paragraph six, beginning ‘The Teklanika 
River separated…’ 

Select four powerful words or phrases from each paragraph. Your choices should include 
imagery. Explain how each word or phrase selected is used effectively in the context. 

Write about 200 to 300 words. 

Up to 10 marks are available for the content of your answer. 

 [Total: 10] 

 

 



Question 3 

Answer the questions in the order set. 

(a) Notes 
 
What are the reasons for visiting Hong Kong, according to Passage B? 

Write your answer using short notes. 

  You do not need to use your own words. 

  Up to 15 marks are available for the content of your answer. 

3b) Summary 

Now use your notes to write a summary of what Passage B tells you about the reasons for 
visiting Hong Kong. 

You must use continuous writing (not note form) and use your own words as far as 
possible. Your summary should include all 15 of your points in Question 3(a) and must be 
200 to 250 words. Up to 5 marks are available for the quality of your writing.  

The reasons for visiting Hong Kong: 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 

• ____________________________________________________________ 
[Total: 15] 

 

 



Reading Booklet 
 

Read Passage A carefully, and then answer Questions 1 and 2 on the Question Paper. 

Passage A: Into the Wild 

Christopher McCandless dreamed of living off the land of the Alaskan wilderness. In April 
1992 he hitchhiked from Enderlin, North Dakota, to Fairbanks, Alaska. He was last seen 
alive on April 28, 1992, by Jim Gallien, a local, who had given McCandless a ride from 
Fairbanks to the head of the Stampede Trail and warned him of the dangers ahead. 

For the first time in years Christopher was content. Far from civilization, he could look out on 
the vast expanse that was his new home and begin to experience the thrill of solitude. He 
knew the Alaskan wilderness was notorious, but it would be worth it to be able to hunt and 
be the master of his own destiny. Stood in his borrowed Wellington rubber boots, eating tuna 
melt sandwiches and corn chips, Christopher imagined the adventures that awaited him. 
Despite realising he had travelled too lightly and regretting his decision to leave his compass 
behind, Christopher breathed in the fresh Alaskan air with a sense of personal triumph.  

The first couple of weeks surprised him. Christopher was not used to such complete 
abandonment. There was not another soul for miles around and even the wildlife seemed to 
shy away from his gentle advances. At night the myriad of strange noises made it difficult to 
sleep. He clung onto to his rifle and wondered how long 400 rounds would last. Christopher 
tried to keep his mind occupied by studying the local plant life, but to the untrained eye the 
pictures sometimes looked very similar and it was hard to distinguish the nutritious seeds 
and berries from the poisonous ones. 

Christopher’s situation improved when he stumbled across an old abandoned bus on an 
overgrown section of the trail near Denali National Park, which he suspected had been 
erected by hunters to offer protection from the bears and provide warmth against the biting 
winds. Christopher transformed the decrepit bus into a permanent home. From here he 
could forage for plant food and hunt game. Over the next few weeks he poached porcupines, 
squirrels, and birds, such as ptarmigans and Canada geese. He even managed to kill a 
moose, but because he did not know what to do with the meat it was soon covered with 
maggots and started to smell. 
 
From the bus Christopher gazed out over the majesty of the savage kingdom. He was now 
ruler of the lowland valley between the outer range to the south and the east to west ridge 
system to the north. The rugged flat lowland between the two ridge systems snarled with 
tussock tundra, and the sea green grasses that crowded the bog land thrashed violently 
whenever the winds whipped and cracked. The edge of the historic Stampede Trail was just 
about visible from the crown of the hill, though on misty mornings it slipped silently away 
from sight. Surrounding hillsides and spur ridges were brushy and wild like primitive beasts 
unable to control their animal urges.  
 
As the weeks passed, Christopher’s mood began to change. The sense of freedom and 
excitement gave way to doubt. He had lost a lot of weight and he noticed that parts of his 
skin were slowly blistering and starting to blacken. The nights were getting colder and the 
bus did not seem to offer the same protection as before. There were days when he felt very 
light-headed and on more than one occasion he needed to sit down to overcome a bout of 
dizziness. After 3 months in the wild he decided it was time to return to his family. 
 
The Teklanika River separated Christopher from safety. He had first crossed it early in the 
season when the tides were low. Three months later it had now fully woken and transformed 



into a raging torrent. The current thundered north and punched its way through the helpless 
canyon near Mt. Wright. From there it ripped open against the banks before forcing its way 
back down the single channel where the Stampede Trail crossed. The water was like pure 
ice and in places near the edge it had sunk its chilly bite into the overhanging grasses that 
had clearly tried to retreat before being turned to stone. There was no obvious way to cross, 
particularly without the necessary harnesses he had left in his garage. The river could not be 
passed and so Christopher eventually turned and made his way back to the bus. 

 

  



 
Read Passage B carefully, and then answer Question 3 on the Question Paper. 

 

Passage B: East meets West 

This passage if from a promotional website aimed at the luxury world travel market. 

Hong Kong is renowned as the one place in the world where East truly meets West. 
Containing a fascinating blend of Ancient Chinese heritage and modern European culture, 
Hong Kong is the preferred destination for today’s global jet setting traveller who is eager to 
combine the experience of a vibrant modern world city with the charms of historical tradition.  

It is impossible not to be impressed by Hong Kong’s sprawling skyline. Well over 1200 
skyscrapers tower over the city, making Hong Kong the world’s leader in buildings over 500 
feet in height. The tallest of these shrines to modern architecture is the International 
Commerce Centre (ICC), measuring in at a breathtaking 1,588 feet. The ICC is home to The 
Ritz-Carlton, a five-star hotel which occupies floors 102 to 118 and is the ideal choice for 
premier clients with big bank balances and a taste for the high life. Guests of the hotel can 
take advantage of the world's highest swimming pool and bar, where the spectacular 
scenery can be savoured over cocktails and canopies. 
 
Viewing galleries are not the only way to soak up the atmosphere of this stunning city. 
Standing at 552m, Victoria Peak is the highest point on Hong Kong Island and the perfect 
spot to take in the sweeping panorama of a vibrant metropolis encased by lush green 
tropical forests, where visitors can also go on beautiful, accessible nature trails to experience 
the extensive array of birdlife native to the area. Victoria Peak has the added incentive of the 
Peak Tram - a traditional funicular railway that carries both tourists and residents to the 
upper levels of Hong Kong Island. The tram provides the most direct route to the Peak and, 
therefore, limits the need for too much arduous walking. Upon arrival at the summit, there 
are multiple points to take in the spectacular views over the harbour and skyscrapers below. 
It really is an unforgettable vista.  
 
The view from down below is equally special, and can be best enjoyed in the evening by 
taking a romantic stroll along the Tsim Sha Tsui East Promenade. When it turns dark, the 
promenade houses the Symphony of Lights, a spectacular sound-and-light show involving 
44 buildings on the Hong Kong Island skyline. The many high-end bars make it possible to 
indulge and combine the sparkling light show with an equally sparkling glass of Champagne. 
After the theatrics, there is the opportunity to dine in one of the many top end restaurants 
that line the walkways. Cuisine from every corner of the globe is represented, with menus 
and wine lists to satisfy the most discerning of tastes.  
 
During the day the opportunities for first class experiences continue, particularly for those 
who are willing to pay for a touch of class. Everyone knows Hong Kong is the retail version 
of Mecca. It is brimming with swanky shopping malls and brand-name boutiques, featuring 
famous American and European designers, as well as some lesser known Asian fashion 
names. Admiralty, Central and SoHo are the main places to see and be seen: these are 
locations where the rich and famous flash their plastic and show off their expensive 
purchases to anyone with a camera. At the other end of the spectrum is Stanley Market, 



which is certainly a memorable experience. Bursting at the seams with mainstreams tourists 
and locals alike, the market is a myriad of beguiling alley ways, bright lights and cheap bric-
a-brac and gaudy souvenirs. Whilst money may remain in wallets and purses, there is 
something about the thrill and excitement that is definitely worth taking home.  
 
But Hong Kong is not all about glitz and glamour. Much of the territory’s spiritual ancestry 
can still be found in the many temples, shrines and monasteries. These religious buildings 
have managed to resist the economic pressures to replace old with new and remain calm, 
peaceful havens where weary travelers can recharge their batteries and find a moment to 
restore order to their muddled thoughts. One of Hong Kong’s oldest temples is the Man Mo 
Temple, which is dedicated to the gods of literature (‘Man’), holding a writing brush, and of 
war (‘Mo’), wielding a sword. Built during the Qing dynasty in 1847 by wealthy Chinese 
merchants, this place of worship was also a court of arbitration for local disputes. It remains 
well intact and the perfect counterpoint to the many other thrills and excitements.  
 
Sophisticated, vibrant, and diverse: Hong Kong really does live up to its impressive billing as 
the number one choice for the traveller who wants live in the lap of luxury. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The next few pages are to help you get better at Q1 of Paper 02 

Typical Question 1 

1) A reporter for a newspaper interviews Oliver and asks the following 
three questions only: 
• What made you want to go travelling? 
• How did you get lost and what did you do to survive? 
• What have you learned through this experience? 

 
Write the words of the interview, beginning with the first question. 
 
Base your interview on what you have read in Passage A. Be careful to use 
your own words. 
 
Write between 1 ½ and 2 sides, allowing for the size of your handwriting. 
 
Up to 15 marks are available for the content of your answer, and up to 
5 marks for the quality of your writing. 
 
 

 STEP by STEP 

 

1) Read the question – WHO are you and WHAT are you writing? 
2) Read the passage all the way through.  
3) Highlight any words/phrases that help you think about how Oliver 

would SOUND – would he be sad? Grateful? Happy? Find evidence! 
4) Think about how Oliver would sound after what has happened. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question 1 

Skill needed: I can write in paragraphs 

 

Task: Read the response and mark where you think the paragraphs should be.  

Next to each paragraph break write down WHY you think there should be a new 
paragraph. 

What made you want to go travelling? I’d always wanted to go travelling because I felt 
that I needed to go and ‘find myself’, I had to really fight with my parents because they 
didn’t really want me to go. My dad said that I should stay at home and get a job or go to 
university like other people my age but I didn’t feel that was for me. I explained to him 
that I was going to save the money myself and that I would come back and go to 
university then – he still wasn’t keen though. He knew I had always dreamed of visiting 
Laos, Vietnam and Nepal but Australia was the place I was really focusing on seeing but 
I think he thought I would never actually do it. I’ve always been quite confident and 
independent so I knew I could go travelling on my own and I would be fine. The thought 
of exploring different countries and different environments really excited me and I 
wanted to do this before I got tied down with daily commitments. Now I realize that 
perhaps going on my own wasn’t the most sensible thing to have done. How did you get 
lost and what did you do to survive? I got lost because I was stupid, to be honest. I 
thought I would go for a brief walk in the Blue Mountains and I ended up on the Narrow 
Neck Fire Trail for hours and hours. I had no idea how dangerous it could be otherwise I 
wouldn’t have done it. It was a few hours in to my walk that I realized I was surrounded 
by deep forest and everywhere looked the same. I couldn’t find my way back and each 
path I took looked the same as the last. Night-time started to creep in and it was then I 
realized I could be in trouble, especially when I started to feel cold. I could see my 
breath in the air and I knew the temperature had dropped significantly. What was really 
stupid was that I hadn’t taken any equipment with me that would help me survive in 
this situation and I hadn’t taken a mobile phone either. Looking back, I don’t know what 
I was thinking – I will never make that mistake again as it nearly cost me my life. To 
survive I ….. 

 

 

 

 

 



Question 1 

Skill needed: I can write in an appropriate tone 

 

In Question 1 you are marked out of 20: 15 marks are for content and 5 are for writing. 
Getting the right TONE is important in both the content marks and the writing marks. 

 

A past mark scheme says that to get into the top band you need to; 

 

1) Sound convincing (content) 
2) Write a beginning and an end that are suitable for the type of writing you have 

been asked to do (writing). 
 

 

TOP TIP – Get the right tone for the person you are writing as. 

In the table are summaries of some of the passages that you could be asked to write 
about and who you are writing as. 

 

 

Summaries of passages  Tone you may take 
The passage describes Bear Grylls’ love 
of adventure and mentions some of the 
danger he has put himself in and the 
times he has nearly died. You are 
writing as his parents and are being 
asked what you think/feel about your 
son’s adventures. 

You are his parents – you probably feel nervous 
every time he goes on an adventure. You feel 
grateful he is still alive after all the near death 
experiences he has been through. You may also 
feel proud that he has made a career out of this 
and are not really surprised because he was 
always a risk taker when he was a child. 

The passage describes Oliver Jones’ 
brush with death when he got lost in 
Australia when he took a gap year. 
Oliver went on a dangerous walk alone 
without a mobile phone and got lost. 
He had no equipment and had to wait 
to be rescued. His parents didn’t want 
him to take a gap year. You are writing 
as Oliver and are being asked what you 
think/feel about what happened. 
 

You are Oliver – you were worried when you got 
lost and started to panic. You felt regret you 
had been so stupid. You felt weak and 
vulnerable being stuck in the forest. You felt 
stupid because you should have known better 
than to leave without a phone. You felt grateful 
when you were safe with your parents again. 



Question 1 

TOP TIP – Get the right tone for the FORM you are writing IN. 

You need to make sure you take the right tone for the right type of writing.  
Think about the tone for each of these tasks. 

 

The task Tone you might take 
 

 
Write a letter to a family member 
 
 

 More familiar 
 Friendly 
 Honest 

 
 
Write an interview with a reporter 
 
 

 Fairly formal 
 Informative 
 Reflective 

 
 
Write a formal talk to new members 
of a club 
 

 Polite 
 Friendly/welcoming 
 Informative 
 You would address them 

directly 
 

 
A newspaper report 

 Formal 
 Objective 
 Keep “I” out of it 

 
 

 

 

WARNING: You always need to pay attention to the wording of the 
question. The exam board will always tell you; 

1) WHO you are so you know the tone of voice to take 
2) WHAT you are writing (e.g letter to family, a formal talk to visitors 

etc) 
3) Most of the time they will tell you how to start your writing (that will 

help you see what tone to use) 



Question 1 

Skill needed- I am able to ORDER my writing according to the bullet points 

 

Step 1         Read the question and give each bullet point a different colour. 

                      You will need 3 highlighters/colours 

 

1. Imagine that you are Mark, write an informal letter intended for family at home. 
In your letter you should: 
 

• Comment on how you felt at the start of your adventure 
• Describe the weather and nature 
• Explain your thoughts about Las Vegas 

 
Base your letter on what you have read in passage A. Be careful to use your own words. 
 
Begin your letter entry: “Sometimes in life you need to take a chance...” 
 
Write between 1 ½ and 2 sides, allowing for the size of handwriting. 
 
Up to 15 marks are available for the content of your writing, and up to 5 marks for the 
quality of your writing. 
 

[Total: 20] 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 2  Now read this passage and highlight the relevant information in the right 
colour. 

 

Passage A 
 
Mark Feely receives notice of his forthcoming redundancy from work and decides that a 
change of pace is needed. Booking a ticket to Las Vegas on a whim, he finds himself having 
signed up to jump off the top of the Stratosphere Tower, the world’s highest controlled 
descent. 
 
Mark stood, hot and fidgety, craning his neck upwards. It was barely 8am, yet the sun was 
already high and plump, beating down mercilessly on a city that was still half asleep. He 
squinted, his eyes stung into submission by beads of sweat cascading from his forehead, and 
tried hopelessly to make out the distant summit of the shimmering structure he stood quietly 
agape beneath. From here, 840 feet below, it seemed impossibly remote, a far off pin stuck 
fast into a vivid aquamarine sky.  
 
It wasn’t a colour Mark was used to; the startlingly unnatural hue of holiday brochures and 
Hollywood backdrops, an unnervingly artificial perfection. Reality airbrushed. He peered at 
it disapprovingly as it dawned on him that the colour clashed with his shirt. Although 
perhaps not for long; already the dark, damp rings that on hot days encircled his armpits had 
stretched far beyond their normal territory, fast encroaching on his chest and threatening to 
join up with the small clusters of moisture already establishing a stronghold there. 
 
Mark bit his lip and felt his fists clench automatically. His nails dug sharply into the soft 
palms of his hands, a reminder that for the first time in his life he’d neglected to cut them. 
His arms, always more svelte than they were muscular, with prominent veins that wended 
their way, vine-like, around his fore-limbs, glistened in the morning sun. He jerked his stiff, 
trembling hand up to alter the glasses that had started to slide down the bridge of his nose, 
but they slipped back down again as fast as he’d pushed them up. He thought back to his 
Mother and Sister at home; maybe they were right. 
 
He remained motionless, clammy and ever-reddening, as he had done for the past hour, 
listening as unfamiliar birds chirruped noisily in the exotic trees that lined the hot, white road 
in front of him, taxis swung by to deposit fresh batches of excitable, luggage-laden tourists, 
and nearby shop shutters were rattled open, signaling the stirrings of a city preparing for 
another unrelenting day.  
Mark watched in trepidation, as he forced his foot forward. He thought back to when he had 
booked his flight. He was getting closer. 
 
Somewhere in his peripheral vision, Mark had become vaguely aware of an alien inhabitant 
scuttling nearby. He looked down to see the unwelcome sight of a black striped scorpion, 
charging towards him with dagger like pinchers held up by sinewy arms. Its hard shell was 
dusted by golden sand from the desert, which, when reflecting the bright sunlight, created a 
metallic shield: impenetrable and fierce. He had heard about these fatal predators in his guide 
book and he knew it would not take long before this audacious arachnid targeted its prey. 
Mark’s heart beat wildly. He thrust his fists into his short’s pockets and sped towards the air-
conditioned door. 



                                   
Finally inside, Mark steadied himself and approached the desk. A glossy lipped receptionist 
with an arteficial smile greeted him robotically.  
 
“Good morning, Sir. Welcome to Las Vegas’ tallest structure. May I help you with anything 
today?” 
 
As Mark explained that he had an appointment to jump off this epic structure, a lump caught 
in his throat and his mouth was parch. It suddenly struck this optomistic adventurer that he 
was in fact about to jump from the tallest tower in America. With weak knees he stepped into 
the glass lift and was elevated one hundred and eight floors into the Vegas sunshine.  
 
Stepping out of the lift, time seemed to stand still, as he was finally strapped and harnessed 
in to the necessary equipment; he perched tentatively as if on a knife edge and gathered 
himself to look down. Mark was struck by the spectacular Oasis spread below him. Nevada 
seemed expansive: intricately mapped out streets; sky scrapers like matchsticks; unremiting 
flashing lights, all serving to Mark as a constant reminder that man had violated nature. And 
sprawling out from tinsel town, the beige desert, spread like a vast ocean ceasing to be held 
in by human grasp, travelled for mile upon mile until the sharp lines of sky and ground met 
in strict agreement. 
 
Mark’s head jerked back up, he took a long, deep breath. It was now or never. He jumped. 
His tensions turned to exhilaration and adrenaline pumped through his veins as he finally 
descended at ground zero in what felt like no time at all.  
 
 

Step 3 Now plan your answer writing down notes under each bullet point (your 
colour coding should help you a lot here!) 

 

 

• Comment on how you felt at the start of your adventure 
 

 

 

• Describe the weather and nature 
 

 

 

• Explain your thoughts about Las Vegas 
 
 



Paper 03 

Introduction: 

You have two hours to complete this exam. You need to complete ONE question 
from Section 1 worth 25 marks and ONE question from Section 2 worth 25 
marks.  

Q1- 1 hour 

Q2- 1 hour    

Let’s get started… 

Question 1 

The first thing you need to do is READ question 1: 

Highlight the important things in the question. What clues/hints/tips are we 
being given? 

Now, as the question stated, there are 10 marks available for your ability to 
read the text and collect information. Therefore, you will need to discuss 5 
pieces of information about each of the bullet points. 

Okay, now, turn to the passage and read it. As you read it, underline (highlight) 
any information that will help you answer the question. There may be some 
words that you do not understand. Do not worry about this; simply, do your best 
to understand the overall meaning of the text.  

 You have used 25 minutes: 5 minutes to read and understand the question, 10 
minutes to underline the key points and 10 minutes to think about your own 
views. 

You now have 25 minutes for the final step to answer the question: 
 
You have to include all of the information you have underlined and listed. As you 
include it, tick it off. You will get marks for developing the ideas in the text but 
you MUST stay true to the original.  

 

 



Remember you are assessed for the quality of your writing up to 15 Marks. 

• Write in paragraphs 
• Include confident and impressive vocabulary 
• Include your key points 
• Tick the points off as you use them 
• Extend on each of the points you make 
• Check you’ve been true to the meaning of the text 
• Check you’ve covered all  bullet points 
• SPAG 

You now have 10 minutes left to go back through your work and check your skills 
for writing. 

Section 2- Composition  

1 hour to complete ONE question worth 25 Marks. 

You are assessed on your writing ability. 

• Write in paragraphs 
• Tick the points off as you use them 
• SPAG 

Argumentative/ Discursive Writing (a) OR (b)           OR 

Descriptive Writing (a) OR (b)      OR 

• CASSIE 
• 5 Senses 
• Show don’t tell 
• Vocabulary 
• Simile/ Metaphor/ Personification/ Onomatopoeia 

Narrative Writing (a) OR (b) 

• Literary Techniques 
• Vocabulary 
• Beginning, Middle and end 
• Narrative plot 
• Speech 



Practice question for Paper 03, Question 2. Spend 1 hour on ONE 
question: 

 


